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The possibility of identifying people by the shape of their outer ear was first
discovered by the French criminologist Bertillon, and refined by the American
police officer Iannarelli, who proposed a first ear recognition system based
on only seven features.
The detailed structure of the ear is not only unique, but also permanent,
as the appearance of the ear does not change over the course of a human
life. Additionally, the acquisition of ear images does not necessarily require
a person’s cooperation but is nevertheless considered to be non-intrusive by
most people.
Because of these qualities, the interest in ear recognition systems has grown
significantly in recent years. In this survey, we categorize and summarize approaches to ear detection and recognition in 2D and 3D images. Then, we
provide an outlook over possible future research in the field of ear recognition, in the context of smart surveillance and forensic image analysis, which
we consider to be the most important application of ear recognition characteristic in the near future.

1 Introduction
As there is an ever-growing need to automatically authenticate individuals, biometrics
has been an active field of research over the course of the last decade. Traditional means
of automatic recognition, such as passwords or ID cards, can be stolen, faked, or forgotten. Biometric characteristics, on the other hand, are universal, unique, permanent, and
measurable.
The characteristic appearance of the human outer ear (or pinna) is formed by the outer
helix, the antihelix, the lobe, the tragus, the antitragus, and the concha (see Figure 1).
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The numerous ridges and valleys on the outer ear’s surface serve as acoustic resonators.
For low frequencies the pinna reflects the acoustic signal towards the ear canal. For
high frequencies it reflects the sound waves and causes neighbouring frequencies to be
dropped. Furthermore the outer ear enables humans to perceive the origin od a sound.
The shape of the outer ear evolves during the embryonic state from six growth nodules.
Its structure, therefore, is not completely random, but still subject to cell segmentation.
The influence of random factors on the ear’s appearance can best be observed by comparing the left and the right ear of the same person. Even though the left and the right
ear show some similarities, they are not symmetric [1].

Figure 1: Characteristics of the human ear the German criminal police uses for personal
identification of suspects
The shape of the outer ear has long been recognized as a valuable means for personal
identification by criminal investigators. The French criminologist Alphonse Bertillon was
the first to become aware of the potential use for human identification through ears, more
than a century ago [2]. In his studies regarding personal recognition using the outer ear in
1906, Richard Imhofer needed only four different characteristics to distinguish between
500 different ears [3]. Starting in 1949, the American police officer Alfred Iannarelli
conducted the first large scale study on the discriminative potential of the outer ear.
He collected more than 10 000 ear images and determined 12 characteristics needed to
unambiguously identify a person [4]. Iannarelli also conducted studies on twins and
triplets, discovering that ears are even unique among genetically identical persons. Even
though Iannarelli’s work lacks a complex theoretical basis, it is commonly believed that
the shape of the outer ear is unique. The studies in [5] and [6] show that all ears
of the investigated databases posses individual characteristics, which can be used for
distinguishing between them. Because of the lack of a sufficiently large ear database,
these studies can only be seen as hints,not evidence, for the outer ear’s uniqueness.
Research about the time-related changes in the appearance of the outer ear has shown,
that the ear changes slightly in size when a person ages [7] [8]. This is explained by
the fact that with ageing the microscopic structure of the ear cartilage changes, which
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reduces the skin elasticity. A first study on the effect of short periods of time on ear
recognition [9] shows that the recognition rate is not affected by ageing. It must, however,
be mentioned that the largest time elapsing difference in this experiment was only 10
months, and it therefore is still subject to further research whether time has a critical
effect on biometric ear recognition systems or not.
The ear can easily be captured from a distance, even if the subject is not fully cooperative. This makes ear recognition especially interesting for smart surveillance tasks and
for forensic image analysis. Nowadays the observation of characteristics is a standard
technique in forensic investigation and has been used as evidence in hundreds of cases.
The strength of this evidence has, however, also been called into question by courts in
the Netherlands [10]. In order to study the strength of ear prints as evidence, the Forensic Ear identification Project (FearID) was initiated by nine institutes from Italy, the
UK, and the Netherlands in 2006. In their test system, they measured an Equal Error
Rate (EER) of 4% and came to the conclusion that ear prints can be used as evidence in
a semi-automated system [11]. The German criminal police use the physical properties
of the ear in connection with other appearance-based properties to collect evidence for
the identity of suspects from surveillance camera images. Figure 1 illustrates the most
important elements and landmarks of the outer ear, which are used by the German BKA
for manual identification of suspects.
In this work we extend existing surveys on ear biometrics, such as [12], [13], [14], [15]
or [16]. Abaza et al. [17] contributed an excellent survey on ear recognition in March
2010. Their work covers the history of ear biometrics, a selection of available databases
and a review of 2D and 3D ear recognition systems. This work amends the survey by
Abaza et al. with the following:
• A survey of free and publicly available databases.
• More than 30 publications on ear detection and recognition from 2010 to 2012 that
were not discussed in one of the previous surveys.
• An outlook over future challenges for ear recognition systems with respect to concrete applications.
In the upcoming Section we give an overview of image databases suitable for studying
ear detection and recognition approaches for 2D and 3D images. Thereafter, we discuss
existing ear detection approaches on 2D and 3D images. In Section 4 we go on to give
an overview of ear recognition approaches for 2D images, and in Section 5 we do the
same for 3D images. We will conclude our work by providing an outlook over future
challenges and applications for ear recognition systems.

2 Available Databases for Ear Detection and Recognition
In order to test and compare the detection or recognition performance of a computer
vision system, in general, and a biometric system in particular, image databases of
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sufficient size must be publicly available. In this section, we want to give an overview
of suitable databases for evaluating the performance of ear detection and recognition
systems, which can either be downloaded freely or can be licensed with reasonable effort.

2.1 USTB Databases
The University of Science and technology in Beijing offers four collections (http://www1.
ustb.edu.cn/resb/en/doc/Imagedb\_123\_intro\_en.pdf) (http://www1.ustb.edu.
cn/resb/en/doc/Imagedb\_4\_intro\_en.pdf) of 2D ear and face profile images to the
research community. All USTB databases are available under license.
• Database I: The dataset contains 180 images in total, which were taken from 60
subjects in 3 sessions between July and August 2002. The database only contains
images of the right ear from each subject. During each session, the images were
taken under different lighting conditions and with a different rotation. The subjects
were students and teachers from USTB.
• Database II: Similarly to database I, this collection contains right ear images from
students and teachers from USTB. This time, the number of subjects is 77 and
there were 4 different sessions between November 2003 and January 2004. Hence
the database contains 308 images in total, which were taken under different lighting
conditions.
• Database III: In this dataset 79, students and teachers from USTB were photographed in different poses between November 2004 and December 2004. Some of
the ears are occluded by hair. Each subject rotated his or her head from 0 degrees
to 60 degrees to the right and from 0 degrees to 45 degrees to the left. This was
repeated on two different days for each subject, which resulted in 1600 images in
total.
• Database IV: Consisting of 25500 images from 500 subjects taken between June
2007 and December 2008, this is the largest dataset at USTB. The capturing
system consists of 17 cameras and, is capable of taking 17 pictures of the subject
simultaneously. These cameras are distributed in a circle around the subject, who
is placed in the center. The interval between the cameras is 15 degrees. Each
volunteer was asked to look upwards, downwards and eyelevel, which means that
this database contains images at different yaw and pitch poses. Please note that
this database only contains one session for each subject.

2.2 UND Databases
The University of Notre Dame (UND) offers a large variety of different image databases,
which can be used for biometric performance evaluation. Among them are five databases
containing 2D images and depth images, which are suitable for evaluation ear recognition
systems. All databases from UND can be made available under license (http://cse.
nd.edu/~cvrl/CVRL/Data\_Sets.html).
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• Collection E: 464 right profile images from 114 human subjects, captured in 2002.
For each user, between 3 and 9 images were taken on different days and under
varying pose and lighting conditions.
• Collection F: 942 3D (depth images) and corresponding 2D profile images from
302 human subjects, captured in 2003 and 2004.
• Collection G: 738 3D (depth images) and corresponding 2D profile images from
235 human subjects, captured between 2003 and 2005
• Collection J2: 1800 3D (depth images) and corresponding 2D profile images from
415 human subjects, captured between 2003 and 2005 [18].
• Collection NDOff-2007: 7398 3D and corresponding 2D images of 396 human subject faces. The database contains different yaw and pitch poses, which are encoded
in the file names [19].

2.3 WPUT-DB

(a) Good quality

(b) Occlusion
hair

by (c) Sparse lighting (d) Occlusion
jewelery

by

Figure 2: Example images from the WPUT ear database [20]. The database contains ear
photographs of varying quality and taken under different lighting conditions.
Furthermore the database contains images, where the ear is occluded by hair
or by earrings.
The West Pommeranian University of Technology has collected an ear database with
the goal of providing more representative data than comparable collections (http://
ksm.wi.zut.edu.pl/wputedb/) [20]. The database contains 501 subjects of all ages
and 2071 images in total. For each subject, the database contains between 4 and 8
images, which were taken on different days and under different lighting conditions. The
subjects are also wearing headdresses, earrings and hearing aids, and in addition to this,
some ears are occluded by hair. In Figure 2, some example images from the database
are shown. The presence of each of these disruptive factors is encoded in the file names
of the images. The database can be freely downloaded from the given URL.
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2.4 IIT Delhi

(a) Example 1

(b) Example 2

(c) Example 3

Figure 3: Example images fron IIT Delhi ear database [21].
The IIT Delhi Database is provided by the Hong Kong Polytechnic University (http:
//www4.comp.polyu.edu.hk/~csajaykr/IITD/Database\_Ear.htm) [21]. It contains
ear images that were collected between October 2006 and June 2007 at the Indian
Institute of Technology Delhi in New Delhi (see Figure 3). The database contains 121
subjects, and at least 3 images were taken per subject in an indoor environment, which
means that the database consists of 421 images in total.

2.5 IIT Kanpur
The IITK database was contributed by the Indian Institute of Technology in Kanpur (http://www.cse.iitk.ac.in/users/biometrics/) [22]. This database consists
of two subsets.
• Subset I: This dataset contains 801 side face images collected from 190 subjects.
Number of images acquired from an individual varies from 2 to 10.
• Subset II: The images in this subset were taken from 89 individuals. For each
subject 9 images were taken with three different poses. Each pose was captured
at three different scales. Most likely, all images were taken on the same day. It is
not stated whether subset II contains the same subjects as subset I.

2.6 ScFace
The SCface database is provided by the Technical University of Zagreb (http://www.
scface.org/) [23] and contains 4160 images from 130 subjects. The aim of the database
is to provide a database, which is suitable for testing algorithms under surveillance
scenarios. Unfortunately, all surveillance camera images were taken at a frontal angle,
such that the ears are not visible on these images. However the database also contains a
set of high resolution photographs from each subject, which show the subject at different
poses. These poses include views of the right and left profile, as shown in Figure 4. Even
though the surveillance camera images are likely to be unsuitable for ear recognition
studies, the high resolution photographs could be used for examining resistance to pose
variations of an algorithm.
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(a) Half left profile

(b) Full left profile

(c) Full right profile

Figure 4: SCface example images [23]. These images show examples for the photographed pictures, not for the pictures collected with the surveillance camera
system.

2.7 Sheffield Face Database
This database was formerly known as the UMIST (http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/eee/
research/iel/research/face) database and consists of 564 images of 20 subjects of
mixed race and gender. Each subject is photographed in a range of different yaw poses,
including a frontal view and profile views.

2.8 YSU
The Youngston State University collected a new kind of biometric database for evaluation
forensic identification systems [24]. For each of the 259 subjects, 10 images are provided.
The images are grabbed from a video stream and show the subject in poses between zero
and 90 degrees. This means that the database contains right profile images and a frontal
view image for each subject. It also contains hand drawn sketches from 50 randomly
selected subjects from a frontal angle. However this part of the database is not of interest
for ear recognition systems.

2.9 NCKU
The National Cheng Kung University in Taiwan has collected an image database, which
consists of 37 images for each of the 90 subjects. It can be downloaded from the university’s website (http://robotics.csie.ncku.edu.tw/Databases/FaceDetect_PoseEstimate.
htm#Our_Database_). Each subject is photographed in different angles between -90 degrees (left profile) and 90 degrees (right profile) in 5 degree steps. Figure 5 some examples
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(a) 40 degrees rotation

(b) 65 degrees rotation

(c) 90 degrees rotation

Figure 5: Some example images from the NKCU face database, showing the same subject
at different angles.
for this are displayed. Such a series of images is collected at two different days for each
of the subjects. All images were taken under the same lighting conditions and with the
same distance between the subject and the camera.
As this data was originally collected for face recognition, some of the ears are partly
or fully occluded by hair, which make this data challenging for ear detection approaches.
Consequently, only a subset of this database is suitable for ear recognition.

2.10 UBEAR dataset
The dataset presented in [25] contains images from the left and the right ear of 126
subjects. The images were taken under varying lighting conditions and the subjects
were not asked to remove hair, jewelry or headdresses before taking the pictures. The
images are cropped from video stream, which shows the subject in different poses, such
as looking towards the camera, upwards or downwards.
Additionally, the ground truth for the ear’s position is provided together with the
database, which makes it particularly convenient for researches to study the accuracy of
ear detection and to study the ear recognition performance independently from any ear
detection.

3 Ear Detection
This section summarizes the state of the art in automatic ear detection in 2D and
3D images respectively. Basically all ear detection approaches are relying on mutual
properties of the ears morphology, like the occurrence of certain characteristic edges or
frequency patterns. Table 1 gives a short overview of the ear detection methods outlined
below. The upper part of the table contains algorithms for 3D ear localization, whereas
the lower part lists algorithms designed for ear detection in 2D images.
Chen and Bhanu propose three different approaches for ear detection. In the approach
from [26] Chen and Bhanu train a classifier, which recognizes a specific distribution of
shape indices, which are characteristic for the ear’s surface. However this approach only
works on profile images and is sensitive to any kind of rotation, scale and pose variation.
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Table 1: Summary of Automatic ear detection methods for 2D and 3D images
Publication

Detection Method

Database

Perf.

#Img

Type

Chen & Bhanu [28]

Shape model and ICP

700

3D

87.71%

Chen & Bhanu [27]

Helix Shape Model

213

3D

92.6%

Zhou et al. [37]

Histograms of Categorized Shapes

942

3D

100%

Prakash & Gupta [32]

connectivity graph

1604

3D

99.38%

Abaza et al. [33]

Cascaded adaboost

940

2D

88.72%

Ansari and Gupta [30]

Edge detection and curvature estima-

700

2D

93.34%

tion
Alastair et al. [39]

Ray transform

252

2D

98.4%

Alvarez et a.l [36]

Ovoid model

NA

2D

NA

Arbab-Zavar & Nixon

Hough Transform

942

2D

91%

Log-Gabor filters and wavelet transform

252

2D

88.4%

Attarchi et al. [29]

Edge detection and line tracing

308

2D

98.05%

Chen & Bhanu [26]

Template Matching with Shape index

60

2D

91.5%

[38]
Arbab-Zavar & Nixon
[45]

histograms
Islam et al. [85]

Adaboost

942

2D

99.89%

Jeges & Mate [62]

Edge orientation pattern

330

2D

100%

Kumar et al. [40]

Edge clustering and active contours

700

2D

94.29%

Liu & Liu [86]

Adaboost and skin colour filtering

50

2D

96%

Prakash & Gupta [31]

Skin Colour and graph matching

1780

2D

96.63%

Shih et al. [87]

Arc-Masking and AdaBoost

376

2D

100%

Yan & Bowyer [18]

Concha Detection and active contours

415

2D

>97.6

Yuan & Mu [35]

CAMSHIFT and aontour fitting

Video

2D

NA
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(a) Original image, edge image and Hough transform [38]

(b) Original image and ray transform [39]

(c) Original image, edge enhanced image and corresponding
edge orientation model [62]

Figure 6: Examples for different ear detection techniques
In their later ear detection approaches Chen and Bhanu detected image regions with
a large local curvature with a technique they called step edge magnitude [27]. Then a
template, which contains the typical shape of the outer helix and the anti-helix, is fitted
to clusters of lines. In [28] where Chen and Bhanu narrowed the number of possible
ear candidates by detecting the skin region first before the helix template matching is
applied on the curvature lines. By fusing color and curvature information, the detection
rate could be raised to 99.3% on the UCR dataset and 87.71% on UND collection F and
a subset of collection G. The UCR dataset is not publicly available and is hence not
covered in Section 2. For a description of this dataset see [17].
Another example for ear detection using contour lines of the ear is described by Attrachi et al. [29]. They locate the outer contour of the ear by searching for the longest
connected edge in the edge image. By selecting the top, bottom, and left points of the
detected boundary, they form a triangle with the selected points. Further the barycenter
of the triangle is calculated and selected as reference point for image alignment. Ansari
et al. also use an edge detector in the first step of their ear localization approach [30].
The edges are separated into two categories, namely convex and concave. Convex edges
are chosen as candidates for representing the outer contour. Finally the algorithm connects the curve segments and selects the figure enclosing the largest area for being the
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outer ear contour. It should be noted that the IITK database and USTB II already
contain cut-out ear images. Hence it can be put into question, whether the detection
rates of 93.34% and 98.05% can be reproduced under realistic conditions.
A recent approach on 2D ear detection using edges is described by Prakash and Gupta
in [31]. They combine skin segmentation and categorization of edges into convex and
concave edges. Afterwards the edges in the skin region are decomposed into edge segments. These segments are composed to form an edge connectivity graph. Based on this
graph the convex hull of all edges, which are believed to belong to the ear, is computed.
The enclosed region is then labeled as the ear region. In contrast to [29], Prakash and
Gupta prove the feasibility of edge-based ear detection on full profile images, where they
achieved a detection rate of 96.63% on a subset of the UND-J2 collection. In [32] propose
the same edge connectivity for ear recognition on 3D images. Instead of edges, they use
discontinuities in the depth map for extracting the initial edge image and then extract
the connectivity graph. In their experiments, they use the 3D representations of the
same subset as in [31] and report a detection rate of 99.38%. Moreover they show that
the detection rate of their graph-based approach is not influence by rotation and scale.
Jedges and Mate propose another edge-based ear detection approach, which is likely to
be inspired by fingerprint recognition techniques. They train a classifier with orientation
pattern, which were previously computed from ear images. Like other naive classifiers,
their method is not robust against rotation and scale. Additionally the classifier is
likely to fail under large pose variations, because this will affect the appearance of the
orientation pattern.
Abaza et al. [33] and Islam et al. [34] use weak classifiers based on Haar-wavelets in
connection with AdaBoost for ear localization. According to Islam et al., the training of
the classifier takes several days, however once the classifier is set up, ear detection is fast
and effective. Abaza et al. use a modified version of AdaBoost and report a significantly
shorter training phase. The effectiveness of their approach is proved in evaluations on
five different databases. They also include some examples of successful detections on
images from the internet. As long as the subject’s pose does not change, weak classifiers
are suitable for images which contain more than one subject. Depending on the test set
Abaza et al. achieved a detection rate between 84% and 98.7% on the Sheffield Face
database. On average, their approach successfully detected 95% of all ears.
Yan and Browyer developed an ear detection method which fuses range images and
corresponding 2D color images [18]. Their algorithm starts by locating the concha and
then uses active contours for determining the ear’s outer boundary. The concha serves
as the reference point for placing the starting shape of the active contour model. Even
though the concha is easy to localize in profile images, it may be occluded if the head
pose changes or if a subject is wearing a hearing aid or ear phones. In their experiments
Yan and Browyer only use ear images with minor occlusions where the concha is visible;
hence it could neither be proved nor disproved whether their approach is capable of
reliably detecting ears if the concha is occluded.
Yuan and Mu developed a method for real-time ear tracking in video sequences by
applying Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift (CAMSHIFT) to video sequences [35]. The
CAMSHIFT algorithm is frequently used in face tracking applications and is based on
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region matching and a skin color model. For precise ear segmentation, the contour fitting
method based on modified active shape models, which have been proposed by Alvarez
et al. is applied [36]. Yuan and Mu report a detection rate of 100%, however the test
database only consisted of two subjects. Nevertheless their approach appears to be very
promising for surveillance applications but needs to be further evaluated in more realistic
test scenarios.
Shih et al. determine ear candidates by localizing arc-shaped edges in an edge image.
Subsequently the arc-shaped ear candidates are verified by using an Adaboost classifier.
They report a detection rate 100% on a dataset, which consists of 376 images from 94
subjects.
Zhou et al. train a 3D shape model in order to recognize the histogram of shape
indexes of the typical ear [37]. Similarly to the approaches of Abaza et al. and Islam
et al., a sliding window of different sizes is moved over the image. The ear descriptor
proposed by Zhou et al. is built from concatenated shape index histograms, which
are extracted from sub-blocks inside the detection window. For the actual detection, a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier is trained to decide whether an image region is
the ear region or not. As far as we know, this is the first ear detection approach, which
does not require having corresponding texture images in addition to the range image.
Zhou et al. evaluated their approach on images from the UND collections and report
a detection rate of 100%. It should be noted that this approach was not tested under
rotation, pose variations and major occlusions, but under the impression of the good
performance, we think this is an interesting task for future research.
Ear detection methods based on image transformations have the advantage of being
robust against out-of-plane rotations. They are designed to highlight specific properties
of the outer ear, which occur in each image where the ear is visible no matter in which
pose the ear has been photographed. In [38] the Hough transform is used for enhancing
regions with a high density of edges. In head profile images, a high density of edges
especially occurs in the ear region (see Figure 6(a)). In [38] it is reported that the
Hough transform based ear detection gets trapped when people wear glasses since the
frame introduces additional edges to the image. This especially occurs in the eye and
nose region. The ear detection approach based on Hough transform was evaluated on the
images in the XM2VTS database (see [17] for a detailed database description), where a
detection rate of 91% was achieved.
The ray transform approach proposed in [39] is designed to detect the ear in different
poses and to ignore straight edges in the image, which can be introduced by glasses
or hair. Ray transform uses a light ray analogy to scan the image for tubular and
curved structures like the outer helix. The simulated ray is reflected in bright tubular
regions and hence these regions are highlighted in the transformed image. Since glass
frames have straight edges, they are not highlighted by the ray transform (see Figure
6(b)). Using this method Alastair et al. achieved am impressive recognition rate of
98.4% on the XM2VTS database. Hence, the ray transform approach by Alastair et al.
outperforms Hough transform, most likely because it is more robust against disruptive
factors such as glasses or hair.
A recent approach for 2D ear detection is described in [40]. Kumar et al. propose to
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extract ears from 2D images by using edge images and active contours. They evaluate
their approach on a database, which consists of 100 subjects with 7 images per subject.
A special imaging device was used for collecting the data. This device makes sure that
the distance to the camera is constant and that the lighting conditions are the same for
all images. Within this setting a detection rate of 94.29% is reported.

4 2D Ear Recognition
Each ear recognition system consists of a feature extraction and a feature vector comparison step. In this survey we divide ear recognition approaches into four different
subclasses namely holistic approaches, local approaches, hybrid approaches and statistical approaches.
In the Tables 2 and 3 all 2D ear recognition approaches mentioned in this paper are
summarized in chronological order.

4.1 Holistic Descriptors

(a) Concentric Circles (b) SIFT features [53] (c) Active Contour [62]
[57]

(d) Force Field [41]

Figure 7: Examples for feature extraction for 2D ear images.
Another approach, which has gained some popularity is the Force Field Transform
by Hurley [41]. The Force Field transformation approach assumes that pixels have a
mutual attraction proportional to their intensities and inversely to the square of the
distance between them rather like Newton’s universal law of gravitation. The associated
energy field takes the form of a smooth surface with a number of peaks joined by ridges
(see Figure 7(d)). Using this method, Hurley et al. achieved a rank-1 performance
of more than 99% on the XM2VTS database (252 images). Building on these results,
Abdel-Mottaleb and Zhou use a 3D representation of the force field for extracting points
lying on the peak of the 3D force field [42]. Because the force field converged at the
outline of the ear, the peaks in the 3D representation basically represent the ear contour.
Nonetheless, the force field method is more robust against noise than other edge detector,
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Table 2: Summary of approaches for 2D ear recognition approaches, part 1. Unless
stated differently, performance always refers to rank-1 performance.
Publication

Summary

Burge and Burger
[88]
Yuan and Mu [66]
Hurley [41]
Moreno et al. [89]
Yuizono et al. [73]
Victor et al. [67]
Chang et al. [68]
Abdel-Mottaleb
and Zhou [42]
Mu et al. [58]
Abate et al. [46]
Lu et al. [65]
Yuan et al. [90]
Arbab-Zavar et al.
[53]
Jedges and Mate
[62]
Liu et al. [63]
Nanni and Lumini
[72]
Rahman et al. [59]
Sana et al. [47]
Arbab-Zavar
Nixon [45]
Choras [57]

and

Database
#Subj

# Img

Vornoi Distance Graphs

NA

NA

NA

Full Space LDA with Outer Helix
Feature Points
Force Field Transform
Geometric features with Compression Network
Genetic Local Search
PCA
PCA
Modified Force Field Transform

79

1501

86.76%

63
28

252
268

99%
93%

110
294
114
29

660
808
464
58

99%
40%
72.7%
87.9%

77

308

85%

70
56
77

210
560
308

88%
93.3%
91%

63

252

91.5%

28

4060

5.6% EER

60

600

97.6%

114

464

80%

Geometric Features
Haar Wavelets and Hamming Distance
Log-Gabor Filters

100
600

350
1800

87%
98.4%

63

252

85.7 %

Geometry of ear outline

188

376

86.2%

Geometrical measures on edge images
General Fourier Descriptor
Active Shape Model and PCA
Non-Negative Matrix Factorization
SIFT points from ear model
Distorted Ear Model with feature
points
Edge-based features from different
views
Gabor Filters and SFFS
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Perf.

Table 3: Summary of approaches for 2D ear recognition approaches, part 2. Unless
stated differently, performance always refers to rank-1 performance.
Publication

Dong and Mu [43]
Guo and Xu [60]
Nasseem et al. [76]
Wang et al. [91]
Xie and Mu [71]
Yaqubi et al. [74]
Zhang and Mu [70]

Badrinath
and
Gupta [54]
Kisku et al. [55]
Wang and Yuan
[50]
Alaraj et al.. [69]
Bustard et al. [52]
De Marisco et al.
[48]
Gutierrez et al. [75]
Wang et al. [49]

Wang and Yuan
[44]
Fooprateepsiri and
Kurutach [92]
Prakash and Gupta
[22]
Kumar et al. [40]
Wang and Yan [61]

Kumar and Wu [21]

Summary

Database
#Subj

Force Field Transform
and NKFDA
Local Binary Pattern
and CNN
Sparse representation
Haar Wavelets and Local Binary Patterns
Locally Linear Embedding
HMAX and SVM
Geometrical Features,
ICA and PCA with
SVM
SIFT landmarks from
ear model
SIFT from different
Color Segments
Low-Order
Moment
Invariants
PCA with MLFFNNs
SIFT Point Matches
Partitioned Iterated
Function
System
(PIFS)
MNN with Sugeno
Measures and SCG
Moment
Invariants
and BP Neural Network
Gabor Wavelets and
GDA
Trace and Fourier
Transform
SURF and NN classifier
SIFT
Local Binary Pattern
and Wavelet Transform
15
Phase encoding with
Log Gabor filters

Perf.
# Img

29

711

75.3%

77

308

93.3%

32
79

192
395

96.88%
92.41%

79

1501

80%

60
77

180
308

96.5%
92.21

106

1060

95.32%

400

800

96.93%

77

308

100%

17
63
114

85
252
228

96%
96%
61%

77

308

97%

NA

60

91.8%

77

308

99.1%

68

68

97%

300

2066

2.25% EER

100
77

700
308

95% GAR, 0.1% FAR
100%

221

753

95.93%

such as Sobel or Canny. Using this approach, Abdel-Mottaleb and Zhou achieved a rank1 performance of 87.93% on a dataset with consists of 103 ear images from 29 subjects.
Dong and Mu [43] add pose invariance to the edges, which are extracted by using
the force field method. This is achieved with null space kernel fishier discriminant
analysis (NKFDA), which has the property of representing non-linear relations between
two datasets. Dong and Mu conducted experiments on the USTB IV dataset. Before
feature extraction, the ear region was cropped out manually from the images and the
pose is normalized. For pose variation of 30 they report a rank-1 recondition rate of
72.2%. For pose variations of 45 the rank-1 performance dropped to 48.1%.
In a recent publication of Kumar and Wu [21] they present an ear recognition approach,
which uses the phase information of Log-Gabor filters for encoding the local structure
of the ear. The encoded phase information is stored in normalized grey level images.
In the experiments, the Log-Gabor approach outperformed force field features and a
landmark-based feature extraction approach. Moreover, different combinations of LogGabor filters were compared with each other. The rank-e performance for the Log-Gabor
approaches ranges between 92.06% and 95.93% on a database which contains 753 images
from 221 subjects.
The rich structure of the outer ear results in specific texture information, which can
be measured using Gabor filters. Wang and Yuan [44] extract local frequency features
by using a battery of Gabor filters and then select the most distinctive features by using
general discriminant analysis. In their experiments on the USTB II database, they
compared the performance impact of different settings for the Gabor filters. Different
combinations of orientation and scales in the filter sets are compared with each other
and it was found that neither the number of scales nor the number of orientations has
a major impact on the rank-1 performance. The total rank-1 performance of Wang
and Yuan’s approach is 99.1%. In a similar approach Arbab-Zavar and Nixon [45]
measured the performance of Gabor filters in the XM2VTS database where they report
a rank-1 performance of 91.5%. A closer look at the Gabor filter responded showed
that the feature vectors are corrupted by occlusion or other disruptive factors. In order
to overcome this, more robust comparison method is proposed, which resulted in an
improved recognition rate of 97.4%.
Abate et al. [46] use a generic Fourier descriptor for rotation and scale invariant
feature representation. The image is transformed into a polar coordinate system and
then transformed into frequency space. In order to make sure, that the centroid of
the polar coordinate system is always at the same position, the ear images have to be
aligned before they can be transformed into the polar coordinate system. The concha
serves as a reference point for the alignment step, such that the center point of the polar
coordinate system is always located in the concha region. The approach was tested on a
proprietary dataset, which contains 282 ear images in total. The images were taken on
two different days and in different roll and yaw poses. The rank-1 performance of the
Fourier descriptor varies depending on the pose angle. For 0 pose variation the rank-1
performance is 96%, but if different poses are included in the experiments, it drops to
44% for 15 and 19% for 30.
In the work of Fooprateepsiri and Kurutach exploit the concepts of multi-resolution
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Trace transform and Fourier transform. The input images from the CMU PIE database
are serialized by using the trace transform and stored in a feature vector. The advantage
of the trace transform is that the resulting feature vector is invariant to rotations and
scale. Furthermore Fooprateepsiri and Kurutach show that their descriptor is also robust
against pose variations. In total they report a rank-1 performance of 97%.
Sana et al. use selected wavelet coefficients extracted during Haar-Wavelet compression for feature representation [47]. While applying the four level wavelet transform
several times on the ear image, for each iteration they store one of the derived coefficients in a feature vector. The reported accuracy of their algorithm is 96% and was
achieved on the basis of the IITK database and on the Saugor database (350 subjects).
A feature extraction system called PIFS is proposed by De Marisco et al. [48]. PIFS
measures the self-similarity in an image by calculating affine translations between similar
sub regions of an image. In order to make their system robust to occlusion, De Marisco
et al. divided the ear image into equally large tiles. If one tile is occluded, the other
tiles still contain a sufficiently distinctive set of features. De Marisco et al. could show
that their approach is superior to other feature extraction methods under the presence
of occlusion. The experiments of De Marisco et al. have been conducted in order
to assess the system performance in different occlusion scenarios. The basis for these
tests was the UND collection E and the first 100 subjects of the FERET database. If
occlusion occurs on the reference image, a rank-1 performance of 61% (compared to 40%
on average with other feature extraction methods) is reported. Without occlusion, the
rank-1 performance is 93%.
Moment invariants are a statistical measure for describing specific properties of a
shape. Wang et al. [49] compose six different feature vectors by using seven moment
invariants. They also show that each of the moment invariants is robust against changes
in scale and rotation. The feature vectors are used as the input for a back propagation
neural network which is trained to classify the moment invariant feature sets. Based on a
proprietary database of 60 ear images, they report a rank-1 performance of 91.8%. In [50]
Wang and Yuan compare the distinctiveness of different feature extraction methods on
the USTB I database. They compare the rank-1 performance of Fourier descriptors,
Gabor-Transform, Moment Invariants and statistical features and come to the conclusion that the highest recognition rate can be achieved by using moment invariants and
Gabor transform. For both feature extraction methods Wang and Yuan report a rank-1
performance or 100%.

4.2 Local Descriptors
Scale invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is known to be a robust way for landmark
extraction even in images with small pose variations and varying brightness conditions
[51]. SIFT landmarks contain a measure for local orientation; they can also be used for
estimating the rotation and translation between two normalized ear images. Bustard et
al. showed that SIFT can handle pose variations up to 20 degrees [52]. However it is not
a trivial to assign a SIFT landmark with its exact counterpart, especially in the presence
of pose variations. In highly structured image regions, the density and redundancy of
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SIFT landmarks is so high, that exact assignment is not possible. Hence the landmarks
have to be filtered before the actual comparison can start. Arbab-Zavar et al. [53] as
well as Badrinath and Gupta [54] therefore train a reference landmark model, which only
contains a small number of non-redundant landmarks. This landmark model is used for
filtering the SIFT landmarks, which were initially detected in the probe and reference
ear. Having the filtered landmarks it is possible to assign each of the landmarks with
its matching counterpart. Figure 7(b) shows an example for SIFT landmarks extracted
from an ear images, which were used as training data for the reference landmark model
in the work of Arbab-Zavar et al.. Because Arbab-Zavar et al. also used the XM2VTS
database for evaluation, their results can be directly compared to the rank-1 performance
reported by Bustard and Nixon. Arbab-Zavar et al. achieved a rank-1 performance of
91.5%. With the more recent approach by Bustard and Nixon the performance could
be improved to 96%. Using the IIT Delhi database Kumar et al. report a GAR of 95%
and a FAR of 0.1% when using SIFT feature points.
Kisku et al. address the problem of correct landmark assignment by decomposing
the ear image into different color segments [55]. SIFT landmarks are extracted from
each segment separately, which reduces the chance of assigning SIFT landmarks that
are not representing the same features. Using this approach, Kisku et al. achieve a
rank-1 performance of 96.93%.
A recent approach by Prakash and Gupta [22] fuses Speeded Up Robust Features
(SURF) [56] feature points from different images of the same subject. They propose
to use several input images for enrolment and to store all SURF feature points in the
fused feature vector, which could be found in the input images. These feature sets are
then used for training a nearest neighbor classifier for assigning two correlated feature
points. If the distance between two SURF feature points is less than a trained threshold,
they are considered to be correlated. The evaluation of this approach was carried out
on the UND collection E and the two subsets of the IIT Kanpur database. Prakash and
Gupta tested the influence of different parameters for SURF features and for the nearest
neighbor classifier. Depending on the composition of the parameters the EER varies
between 6.72% and 2.25%.
Choras proposes a set of geometric feature extraction methods inspired by the work of
Iannarelli [57]. He proposes four different ways of feature location in edge images. The
concentric circles method uses the concha as reference points for a number of concentric
circles with predefined radii. The intersection points of the circles and the ear contours
are used as feature points (see Figure 7(a).). An extension of this is the contour tracing
methods, which uses bifurcations, endpoints and intersecting points between the ear
contours as additional features. In the angle representation approach, Choras draws
concentric circles around each center point of an edge and uses the angles between the
center point and the concentric circles intersecting points for feature representation.
Finally the triangle ratio method determines the normalized distances between reference
points and uses them for ear description. Choras conducted studies on different databases
where he reported recognition rates between 86.2% and 100% on a small database off 12
subjects and a false reject rate between 0% and 9.6% on a larger database with 102 ear
images.
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Similar approaches which are using the aspect ratio between reference points on the
ear contours are proposed by Mu et al. with a rank-1 performance of 85% on the
USTB II database [58] and Rahman et al. [59]. Rahman et al. evaluated their approach
on a database, which consists of 350 images from 100 subjects. They report a rank1 performance of 90%. For images, which were taken on different days the rank-1
performance dropped to 88%.
Local binary patterns (LBP) are a technique for feature extraction on the pixel level.
LBP encode the local neighborhood of a pixel by storing the difference between the
examined pixel and its neighbors. Guo et al. [60] extract LBP from the raw ear images
and create histograms describing the distribution of the local LBP. Then a cellular neural
network of trained to distinguish between the LBP of different subjects in the USTB II
database.
In the by Wang and Yan [61] the dimensionality of the feature vector is reduced with
linear discriminant analysis before a Euclidean distance measure quantifies the similarity
of two feature vectors. Wang and Yan evaluated their approach on the USTB II dataset
and report a rank-1 performance of 100%.

4.3 Hybrid Approaches
The approach of Jedges and Mate is twofold [62]. In a first feature extraction step they
generate an average edge model from a set of training images. These edges represent the
outer helix contour as well as the contours of the antihelix, the fossa triangularis and
the concha. Subsequently each image is enrolled by deforming the ear model until it fits
the actual edges displayed in the probe ear image. The deformation parameters, which
were necessary for the transformation, are the rst part of the feature vector. The feature
vector is completed by adding additional feature points lying of intersections between a
predefined set of axes and the transformed main edges. The axes describe the unique
outline of ear. Figure 7(c) shows the edge enhanced images with fitted contours together
with the additional axes for reference point extraction. They report an EER of 5.6%
using a database with cropped images and without pose variations.
Liu et al. combine front and backside view of the ear by extracting features using
the triangle ratio method and Tchebichef moment descriptors [63]. Tchebichef moments
are a set of orthogonal moment functions based on discrete Tchebichef polynomials and
have been introduced as a method for feature representation in 2001 [64]. The backside
of the ear is described by a number of lines that are perpendicular to the longest axis
in the ear contour. These lines measure the local diameter of the auricle at predefined
points. The rank-1 performance of this combined approach is reported to be 97.5%. If
only the front view is used, the rank-1 performance is 95% and for the backside images,
Liu et al. report 86.3% rank-1 performance.
Lu et al. [65] as well as Yuan and Mu [66] use the active shape model for extracting
the outline of the ear. Lu et al. are using manually cropped ear images from 56 subjects in different poses. A feature extractor stores selected points on the outline of the
ear together with their distance to the tragus. Before applying a linear classifier, the
dimensionality of the feature vectors is reduced by principal component analysis (PCA).
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Lu et al. compare the rank-1 performance of pipelines where only the left or the right
ear was used for identification and also show that using both ears increases the rank-1
performance from 93.3% to 95.1%. In the USTB III database Yuan and Mu report a
rank-1 performance of 90% is the head rotation is lower than 15. For rotation angles
between 20 and 60 the rank-1 performance drops to 80%.

4.4 Classifiers and Statistical Approaches
Victor et al. were the first research group to transfer the idea of using the eigenspace
from face recognition to ear recognition [67]. They reported that the performance of
the ear as a feature is inferior to the face. This may be due to the fact that in their
experiments Victor et al. considered the left and the right ear to be symmetric. They
used the one ear for training and the other ear for testing, which could have lowered
the performance of PCA in this case. The reported rank-1 performance is 40%. With
a rank-1 performance of 72.2% in the UND collection E, Chang et al. [68] report a
significantly better performance than Victor et al.. Alaraj et al. [69] published another
study, where PCA is used for feature representation in ear recognition. In their approach
a multilayer feed forward neural network was trained for classification of the PCA based
feature components. The observed a rank-1 performance of 96%, and hence improved
the previous results by Victor et al. and Chang et al.. However it should be noticed
that this result is only based on a subset of one of the UND collections, which consists
of 85 ear images from 17 subjects.
Zhang and Mu conducted studies on the effectiveness of statistical methods in combination with classifiers. In [70] they show that independent component analysis (ICA)
is more effective on the USTB I database than PCA. They first used PCA and ICA for
reducing the dimensionality of the input images and then trained an SVM for classifying
the extracted feature vectors. Furthermore the influence of different training set sizes
on the performance was measured. Depending on the site of the training set the rank-1
performance for PCA varies between 85% and 94.12%, whereas the rank-1 performance
for ICA varies between 91.67% and 100%.
Xie and Mu [71] propose an improved locally linear embedding (LLE) algorithm for
reducing the dimensionality of ear features. LLE is a technique for projecting highdimensional data points into a lower dimensional coordinate system while preserving the
relationship between the single data points. This requires the data points to be labeled
in some way, so that their relationship is fixed. The improved version om LLE by Xie
and Mu eliminated the problem by using a different distance function. Further Xie and
Mu show, that LLE is superior to PCA and Kernel PCA, if the input data contains pose
variations. Their studies were conducted on the USTB III database showed that the
rank-1 performance of regular LLE ( 43%) is improved significantly by their method to
60.75%. If the pose variation is only 10, the improved LLE approach achieved a rank-1
performance of 90%.
In their approach Nanni and Lumini [72] propose to use Sequential Forward Floating
Selection (SFFS), which is a statistical iterative method for feature selection in pattern
recognition tasks. SFFS tries to find the best set of classifiers by creating a set of rules,
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which best fits the current feature set. The sets are created by adding one classifier at
a time and evaluating its discriminative power with a predefined fitness function. If the
new set of rules outperforms the previous version, the new rule is added to the final
set of rules. The experiments were carried out on the UND collection E and the single
classifiers are fused by using the weighted sum rule. SFFS selects the most discriminative
sub-windows which correspond to the fittest set of rules. Nanni and Lumini report a
rank-1 recognition rate of 80% and a rank-5 recognition rate of 93%. The EER varies
between 6.07% and 4.05% depending on the number of sub-windows used for recognition.
Yiuzono et al. consider the problem of finding corresponding features in ear images
as an optimization problem and apply genetic local search for solving it iteratively [73].
They select local sub windows with varying size as the basis for the genetic selection.
In [73] Yiuzono et al. present elaborated results, which describe the behavior of genetic
local search under different parameters, such as different selection methods and different
numbers of chromosomes. On a database of 110 subjects they report a recognition rate
of 100%.
Yaqubi et al. use features obtained by a combination of position and scale-tolerant
edge detectors over multiple positions and orientations of the image [74]. This feature
extraction method is called HMAX model and is inspired by the visual cortex of primates
and combines simple features to more complex semantic entities. The extracted features
are classified with an SVN and a kNN. The rank-1 performance on a small dataset of
180 cropped ear images from 6 subjects varies between 62% and 100% depending on the
kind of basis features.
Moreno et al. implement a feature extractor, which locates seven landmarks on the
ear image, which correspond to the salient points from the work of Iannarelli. Additionally they obtain a morphology vector, which describes the ear as a whole. These
two features are used as the input for different neural network classifiers. They compare
the performance of each of the single feature extraction techniques with different fusion
methods. The proprietary test database is composed of manually cropped ears from
168 from 28 subjects. The best result of 93% rank-1 performance was measures using a
compression network. Other configurations yielded error rates between 16% and 57%.
Gutierrez et al. [75] divide the cropped ear images into three equally sized parts. The
upper part shows the helix, the middle part shows the concha and the lower part shows
the lobule. Each of these sub images is decomposed by wavelet transform and then fed
into a modular neural network. In each module of the network a different integrators and
learning functions was used. The results of each of the modules are fused in the last step
for obtaining the final decision. Depending on the combination between integrator and
learning function, the results vary between 88.4% and 97.47% rank-1 performance on
the USTB I database. The highest rank-1 performance is achieved with Sugeno measure
and conjugate gradient.
In [76] Nasseem et al. propose a general classification algorithm based on the theory
of compressive sensing. They assume that most signals are compressible in nature and
that any compression function results in a sparse representation of this signal. In their
experiments in the UND database and the FEUD database, Nasseem et al. show that
their sparse representation method is robust against pose variations and varying lighting
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Table 4: Summary of approaches for 3D ear recognition. Performance (Perf.) always
refers to rank-1 performance.
Publication

Cadavid et al. [84]
Chen and Bannu
[28]
Chen and Bhanu
[27]
Liu et al. [63]
Liu and Zhang [81]
Islam et al. [82]
Islam et al. [93]
Passalis et al. [80]
Yan and Bowyer
[77]
Yan and Bowyer
[18]
Zheng et al. [83]
Zhou et. al. [79]

Comparison Method

Database
#Subj

#Img

Perf.

ICP and Shape from shading
Local Surface Patch

462

NA

95%

302

604

96.36%

ICP Contour Matching

52

213

93.3%

Mesh PCA with neural network
Slice Curve Matching
ICP with reduced meshes
Local Surface Features with
ICP-Matching
Reference ear model with
morphing
ICP using voxels

60

600

NA

50
415
415

200
830
830

94.5%
93.98%
93.5%

525

1031

94.4%

369

738

97.3%

ICP using Model Points

415

1386

97.8%

Local Binary Patters
Surface Patch Histogram
and voxelization

415
415

830
830

96.39%
98.6%, 1.6% EER

conditions. The rank-1 performance varied between 89.13% and 97.83%, depending on
the dataset used in the experiment.

5 3D Ear Recognition
In 2D ear recognition pose variation and variation in camera position, so-called outof-plane-rotations, are still unsolved challenges. A possible solution is using 3D models
instead of photos as references, because a 3D representation of the subject can be adapted
to any rotation, scale and translation. In addition to that, the depth information contained in 3D models can be used for enhancing the accuracy of an ear recognition system.
However, most 3D ear recognition systems tend to be computationally expensive. In Table 4 all 3D ear recognition systems described in this section are summarized.
Although ICP is originally designed to be an approach for image registration, the
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Figure 8: Examples for surface features in 3D ear images. The upper image shows an
example for ICP-based comparison as proposed in [27], whereas the lower figure
illustrates feature extraction from voxels as described in [77].
registration error can also be used as a measure for the dissimilarity of two 3D images.
Because ICP is designed to be a registration algorithm, it is robust against all kinds of
translation or rotations. However ICP tends to stop too early, because it gets stuck in
local minima. Therefore ICP requires the two models to be coarsely pre-aligned before
fine alignment using ICP can be performed. Chen and Bhanu extract point clouds from
the contour of the outer helix and the register these points with the reference model by
using ICP [27]. In a later approach Chen and Bhanu use local surface patches (LSP)
instead of points lying on the outer helix [28]. As the LSP consist or less points than the
outer helix, this reduces the processing time while enhancing the rank-1 performance
from 93.3% with the outer helix points to 96.63 % with LSP.
Yan and Browyer decompose the ear model into voxels and extract surface features
from each of these voxels. For speeding up the alignment process, each voxel is assigned
an index in such a way that ICP only needs to align voxel pairs with the same index [77]
(see Figure 8). In [18] Yan and Browyer propose the usage of point clouds for 3D ear
recognition. In contrast to [27] all points of the segmented ear model are used. The
reported performance measures of 97.3% in [77] and 97.8% in [18] is similar but not
directly comparable, because different datasets were used for evaluation.
Cadavid et al. propose a real-time ear recognition system, which reconstructs 3D
models from 2D CCTV images using the shape from shading technique [78]. Thereafter
the 3D model in compared to the reference 3D images, which are stored in the gallery.
Model alignment as well as the computation of the dissimilarity measure is done by ICP.
Cadavid et al. report a recognition rate of 95% on a database of 402 subjects. It is
stated in [78] that the approach has difficulties with pose variations. In [79] Zhou et.
al. use a combination of local histogram features voxel-models. Zhou et. al. report
that their approach is faster and with an EER of 1.6% it is also more accurate than the
ICP-based comparison algorithms proposed by Chen and Bhanu and Yan and Browyer.
Simlarly to Cadavid et al., Liu et al. reconstruct 3D ear models from 2D views [63].
Based on the two images of a stereo vision camera, a 3D representation of the ear is
derived. Subsequently the resulting 3D meshes serve as the input for PCA. However Liu
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et al. do not provide any results concerning the accuracy of their system but since they
did not publish any further results on their PCA mesh approach, it seems that it is no
longer pursued.
Passalis et al. go a different way for comparing 3D ear models in order to make comparison suitable for a real-time system [80]. They compute a reference ear model which
is representative for the average human ear. During enrolment, all reference models
are deformed until they fit the reference ear model. All translations and deformations,
which were necessary to fit the ear to the reference model are then stored as features.
If a probe for authentication is given to the system, the model is also adapted to the
annotated ear model in order to get the deformation data. Subsequently the deformation data is used to search for an associated reference model in the gallery. In contrast
to the previously described systems, only one deformation has to be computed per authentication attempt. All other deformation models can be computed before the actual
identification process is started. This approach is reported to be suitable for real-time
recognition systems, because it takes less than 1 msec for comparing two ear templates.
The increased computing speed is achieved by lowering the complexity class from O(n)2
for ICP-based approaches to O(n) for their approach. The rank-1 recognition rate is
reported to be 94.4%. The evaluation is based on non-public data, which was collected
using different sensors.
Heng and Zhang propose a feature extraction algorithm based on slice curve comparison, which is inspired by the principles of computer tomography [81]. In their approach
the 3D ear model is decomposed into slices along the orthogonal axis of the longest
distance between the lobule and the uppermost part of the helix. The curvature information extracted from each slice is stored in a feature vector together with an index
value indicating the slice’s former position in the 3D model. For comparison the longest
common sequence between two slice curves with similar indexes is determined. Their
approach is only evaluated on a non-public dataset, which consists of 200 images from
50 subjects. No information about pose variations or occlusion during the capturing
experiment is given. Heng and Zhang report a rank-1 performance is 94.5% for the
identification experiment and 4.6%EER for the verification experiment.
Islam et al. reconnect point clouds describing 3D ear models to meshes and iteratively
reduce the number of faces in the mesh [82]. These simplified meshes are then aligned
with each other using ICP and the alignment error is used as the similarity measure for
the two simplified meshes. In a later approach Islam et al. extract local surface patches
as shown in Figure 9 and use them as features [34]. For extracting those LSP, a number
of points is selected randomly from the 3D model. Then the data points which are closer
to the seed point than a defined radius are selected. PCA is then applied to find the
most descriptive features in the LSP. The feature extractor repeats selecting LSP until
the desired number of features has been found. Both approaches were evaluated using
images from UND. The recognition rate reported for [82] is 93.98% and the recognition
rate reported for [34] is 93.5%. However, none of the approaches has been tested with
pose variation and different scaling.
Zheng et al. extract the shape index at each point in the 3D model and use it for
projecting the 3D model to 2D space [83]. The 3D shape index at each pixel is represented
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by a grey value at the corresponding position in the 2D image. Then SIFT features are
extracted from the shape index map. For each of the SIFT points a local coordinate
system is calculated where the z-axis correspondents to the feature point’s normal. Hence
the z-values of the input image are normalized according to the normal of the SIFT
feature point they were assigned to. As soon as the z values have been normalized,
they are transformed into a grey level image. As a result, Zheng et al. get a local grey
level image for each of the selected SIFT features. Next LBP are extracted for feature
representation in each of these local grey level images. Comparison is first performed by
coarsely comparing the shape indexes of key pints and then using Earth mover’s distance
for comparing LBP histograms from the corresponding normalized grey images. Zheng
et al. evaluated their approach on a subset of the UND-J2 Collected and achieved a
rank-1 performance of 96.39%.

Figure 9: Example for local surface (LSP) patch features as proposed in [34]

6 Open challenges and future applications
As the most recent publications on 2D and 3D ear recognition show, the main application
of this technique is personal identification in unconstrained environments. This includes
applications for smart surveillance, such as in [84] but also the forensic identification
of perpetrators on CCTV images or for border control systems. Traditionally these
application fields are part of face recognition systems but as the ear is located next to
the face, it can provide valuable additional information to supplement the facial images.
Multi modal ear and face recognition systems can serve as a means of achieving pose
invariance and more robustness against occlusion in unconstrained environments. In
most public venues surveillance cameras are located overhead in order to capture as
many persons as possible and to protect them from vandalism. In addition, most of the
persons will not look straight into the camera, so in most cases no frontal images of the
persons will be available. This fact poses serious problems to biometric systems, using
facial features for identification. If the face is not visible from a frontal angle, the ear
can serve as a valuable additional characteristic in these scenarios.
Because of the physical proximity of the face and the ear, there are also many possibilities for the biometric fusion of these two modalities. Face and ear images can be fused
on the feature level, on the template level and on the score level. Against the background
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of this application, there are some unsolved challenges, which should be addressed by
future research in this field.

6.1 Automatic Ear Localization
The fact that many systems presented in literature use pre-segmented ear images shows,
that the automatic detection of ears especially in real-life images is still an unsolved
problem. If ear recognition systems should be implemented in automatic identification
systems, fast and reliable approaches for automatic ear detection are of importance.
As a first step towards this goal, some research groups have published data collections,
which simulate typical variations in uncontrolled environments such as varying lighting
conditions, poses and occlusion. Based on these datasets, existing and future approaches
to ear recognition should be tested under realistic conditions in order to improve their
reliability.
Moreover, 3D imaging systems become increasingly cheap in the last years. Consequently 3D ear recognition becomes important and with it the need of locating ears in
depth images or 3D models. Currently, only one approach for ear detection in depth has
been published, which is a first step towards ear detection in 3D images.

6.2 Occlusion and Pose Variations
In contrast to the face, the ear can be partially or fully covered by hair or by other items
such as headdresses, hearing aids, jewelry or headphones. Because of the convex surface
of the outer ear, parts of it may also be occluded if the subject’s pose changes. In some
publications, robustness against occlusion is explicitly addressed, but there are no studies
on the effect of the effect of certain types of occlusion like hair or earrings on the recognition rate of an ear recognition system. Once more, the availability of public databases
which contain occluded ear images is likely to foster the development of solutions for
pose invariant and robust algorithms for ear detection and feature extraction.
Moreover to our best knowledge there are no studies about the visibility of the outer
ear in different public environments. In order to develop algorithms for ear detection and
recognition, further information about commonly occluded party of the ear is needed.
Occlusion due to pose variations is another unmet challenge in ear recognition system.
Similarly to face recognition, parts of the ear can become occluded if the pose changes.
Recently, some feature extraction methods have been proposed, which are robust against
pose variations to some degree. However, this issue is not fully solved yet. Another
possibility for compensating pose variations could be the usage of 3D models instead of
depth images of photographs.

6.3 Scalability
Currently available databases only consist of less than 10 000 ear images. The only
exception is the USTB IV collection, which has not been released for the public yet. In
realistic environments the size of the database will be significantly larger, which makes
exhaustive search in identification scenarios infeasible. Therefore, not only the accuracy
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but also the comparison speed of ear recognition systems will be interesting for future
research.
In order to make ear recognition applicable for large scale systems, exhaustive searches
should be replaced by appropriate data structures allowing logarithmic time complexity
during the search. This could for example be achieved by exploring the possibilities of
organizing ear templates in search trees.

6.4 Understanding Symmetry and Ageing
Because ear recognition is one of the newer fields of biometric research, the symmetry
of the left and the right ear has not been fully understood yet. The studies of Iannarelli
indicate that some characteristics of the outer ear can be inherited and ageing slightly
affects the appearance of the outer ear. Both assumptions could be confirmed in more
recent studies, but because of a lack of sufficient data, the effect of inheritance and ageing
on the outer ear’s appearance is not fully understood yet. Furthermore, there are no
large scale studies of the symmetry relation between the left and the right ear yet.
Therefore another interesting field for future research could be, to gain a deeper understanding of the effect of inheritance any symmetry on the distinctiveness of biometric
template. Moreover, long term studies on the effect of time on ear templates are needed
in order to get a better understanding of the permanence of this characteristic.

7 Summary
We have presented a survey on the state of the art in 2D and 3D ar biometrics, covering
ear detection and ear recognition systems. We categorized the large number of 2D ear
recognition approaches into holistic, local, hybrid and statistical methods, discussed their
characteristics and reported their performance.
Ear recognition is still a new field of research. Although there is a number of promising
approaches, none of them has been evaluated under realistic scenarios which include
disruptive factors like pose variations, occlusion and varying lighting conditions. In
recent approaches, these factors are taken under account, but more research on this is
required until ear recognition systems can be used in practice. The availability of suitable
test databases, which were collected under realistic scenarios, will further contribute to
the maturation of the ear as a biometric characteristic.
We have collected a structured survey of available databases, existing ear detection
and recognition approaches and unsolved problems for ear recognition in the context of
smart surveillance system, which we consider to be the most important application for
ear biometrics. We think that this new characteristic is a valuable extension for face
recognition systems on the way to pose invariant automatic identification.
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